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THIS WEEK  
 

MARIJUANA FARM MORATORIUM VOTE 

(HEALTH AND SAFETY ISSUES ABOUT MARIJUANA IGNORED?)  

PLANNING COMMISSION TO CONSIDER 

PHILLIPS 66 POSTPONEMENT REQUEST              
(COUNTY MAY LACK LEGAL AUTHORITY TO DENY OR CONDITION 

PHILLIPS OPERATIONS THAT IMPACT RAIL SYSTEM) 

 

STAFF IS IN DENIAL AND WANTS THE PROJECT AXED NOW! 

  
 

 

STATE REGIONAL WATER CONTROL BOARD 

SETTING PROCESS TO FUTHER REGULATE 

AGRICULTURE 

 

LAST WEEK 
 

DROUGHT STATUS REPORT 

 

FINANCIAL STATUS/COMPLETED                                           

FY 15-16 FISCAL YEAR 

 

CAMBRIA CHRISTMAS MARKET APPROVED                          
(EVERYONE LIKES IT EXCEPT A FEW NEIGHBORS)   

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://images.fineartamerica.com/images-medium-large/union-pacific-locomotive-train-5d18636-wingsdomain-art-and-photography.jpg&imgrefurl=https://www.pinterest.com/pin/429812358162157336/&docid=Dd4I5kKpATJHoM&tbnid=TCsZf_mKNwma1M:&w=600&h=900&bih=643&biw=1366&ved=0ahUKEwj84MOar4_PAhWFPT4KHbiqC4oQMwhkKBUwFQ&iact=mrc&uact=8
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SLO COLAB IN DEPTH                    
(SEE PAGE 16) 

Reefer Madness: Both The Feds And The States Are 

Wrong About Marijuana Policy 

By David Davenport 

  

  

WHAT IS MARIJUANA? 
 (AND IS IT BAD FOR YOU AND SOCIETY?) 

 

IN COLORADO, A COUNTY REVOLTS AGAINST 

LEGALIZED MARIJUANA 

 BY JOSHUA MILLER 

 

THIS WEEK’S HIGHLIGHTS 

 

Board of Supervisors Meeting of Tuesday, September 20, 2016 (Scheduled) 

  

Item 19 - An update on State Legislative activities by Paul Yoder and Karen Lange, 

Shaw/Yoder/Antwih, Inc.  The County’s contract legislative lobbyist will summarize its 

activities and the status of legislation of interest to the county. There is no write-up or summary 

report contained in the agenda item. Instead it is simply a list of the status of bills that impact the 

http://www.bostonglobe.com/staff/jmiller
https://www.drugabuse.gov/
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County and/or local governments in general. Neither the staff nor the contractor provides any 

analysis of critical impacts on the County operation, finances, local control, etc. Perhaps there 

will be a PowerPoint, which the public cannot see until the actual Board session. 

 

Item 21 - Hearing to consider an interim zoning/urgency ordinance prohibiting the 

cultivation of cannabis (marijuana) with certain exceptions in the unincorporated portions 

of San Luis Obispo County; exempt from CEQA.  This item was to have been considered 

during the Board meeting of August 23, 2016, but was continued because some staff members 

who could have important input were working on the large Chimney wildfire in the north county. 

The ordinance as drafted would prohibit new plantings but would allow existing operations to 

continue. It’s not clear how the County would distinguish between permitted medicinal 

marijuana operations and the illegal grows which have popped up in the California Valley and 

other parts of the county. The Board letter states in part: 

The direction provided to staff regarding the unincorporated areas of the County consisted of 

three main points: 

1. Allowance for continued Personal and Caregiver medical marijuana cultivations anywhere 

within the unincorporated areas of the County, 

2. Moratorium of marijuana cultivation in areas of the County zoned Residential Suburban, 

except Personal and Caregiver marijuana cultivations, and 

3. Moratorium on the commencement of new marijuana cultivations, except Personal and 

Caregiver cultivations. 

As with any urgency ordinance, this one would be in force for 45 days and then could be 

renewed for up to 2 years and 2 months. The actual text of the ordinance can be accessed at the 

link: 

http://agenda.slocounty.ca.gov/agenda/sanluisobispo/6436/TWVkaWNhbCBDYW5uYWJp

cy1NYXJpdWFuYSAtIEludGVyaW0gVXJnZW5jeSBPcmRpbmFuY2UucGRm/12/n/6659

5.doc  

Background:  Per the prior direction of Supervisors Mecham, Arnold, and Compton (Hill and 

Gibson voted no), the staff is presenting  an urgency ordinance to control the development of 

new marijuana operations (known as “grows”) in various zones of the County. Approval of the 

actual ordinance will require a 4/5’s vote. Thus it is not known if it will succeed, given the first 

vote. During the July 26, 2016 Board meeting, the Sheriff and others presented data about the 

spread of both legal and illegal marijuana grows in California Valley. That data has pretty much 

been refined and expanded to provide the required finding for the urgency ordinance. They are 

descriptive of the situation and include: 

http://agenda.slocounty.ca.gov/agenda/sanluisobispo/6436/TWVkaWNhbCBDYW5uYWJpcy1NYXJpdWFuYSAtIEludGVyaW0gVXJnZW5jeSBPcmRpbmFuY2UucGRm/12/n/66595.doc
http://agenda.slocounty.ca.gov/agenda/sanluisobispo/6436/TWVkaWNhbCBDYW5uYWJpcy1NYXJpdWFuYSAtIEludGVyaW0gVXJnZW5jeSBPcmRpbmFuY2UucGRm/12/n/66595.doc
http://agenda.slocounty.ca.gov/agenda/sanluisobispo/6436/TWVkaWNhbCBDYW5uYWJpcy1NYXJpdWFuYSAtIEludGVyaW0gVXJnZW5jeSBPcmRpbmFuY2UucGRm/12/n/66595.doc
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1. It is estimated that in excess of 500 marijuana cultivation sites are in operation in San Luis 

Obispo County. These sites occur in all areas of the unincorporated portion of the County and in 

the cities and rural areas. Over the past few years, there has been a steady increase in the 

number and size of these cultivations and the proximity to more populated areas.  

2.  Many of the marijuana cultivation sites are clearly visible from public areas and roadways 

and are easily accessible by the public, including youths and children, and this has led to violent 

encounters with growers protecting their crops. The strong, pungent odor of growing marijuana 

plants has also drawn attention to cultivation sites, and there has been a significant increase in 

odor complaints from neighbors and businesses near grow sites. Marijuana growers have been 

observed to live illegally in tents and trailers near their grow sites, dumping sewage and trash 

onto the ground. Due to the lack of local regulations for marijuana cultivation in the County, 

several collectives/dispensaries from other counties have moved their cultivation sites to this 

County. Documented gang members have been found at several of these sites. 

3. A large variety of fertilizers, rodenticides, insecticides, and other harmful chemicals, many of 

them banned in California, are routinely found at these grow sites. Dangerous electrical and 

plumbing problems are also frequently encountered. Several recent marijuana cultivations were 

operating on land where endangered species were present . 

Another section of the findings details other detrimental impacts:  

Cultivation of marijuana has been associated with serious harmful effects in the areas where 

cultivation sites are located, to owners of property in such areas, and to people living, visiting, 

conducting business or otherwise present in the area, as reported by numerous other California 

counties and cities. Harmful effects at both outdoor and indoor cultivation operations have 

included an increase in criminal activity because of the high monetary value of the marijuana 

plants, adverse environmental impacts, noise pollution from generators, interference with 

farming practices, fire danger from grow light systems and marijuana oil extraction operations, 

excessive energy consumption, and strong offensive odors.  

1. Each marijuana plant under various planting conditions may yield an average of two to four 

pounds in its lifetime. The street value of a single cannabis plant is substantial. Prices for 

domestically produced high-grade cannabis sold in California can reach a value of $240 per 

ounce. Thus, a single marijuana plant can yield up to $15,500 in salable marijuana.  

2. The United States Drug Enforcement Administration reports that marijuana cultivation is 

associated with illegally diverted water, illegal deforestation, and soil contamination. 

Rodenticide and insecticide toxicants have frequently been discovered at marijuana cultivation 

sites and have detrimental impacts on wildlife. In addition, marijuana plants are relatively high 

water-using plants, requiring roughly 1,200 gallons of water. 
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3. According to a recent study of marijuana cultivation in Northern California by staff of the 

California Department of Fish and Wildlife and the National Marine Fisheries Services and 

academic researchers, water demand for marijuana cultivation has the potential to divert 

excessive amounts of water and to have harmful impacts on state and federally listed salmon and 

steelhead trout. The water demand associated with cultivation and its biological impacts are of 

particular concern in the County, which has known water supply constraints and state and 

federally listed species that could be affected by such water use. 

The Acid Test For Hill and Gibson:  Here we have an actual imminent threat to public health, 

safety, and welfare (the acid test for an urgency ordinance). This threat includes the real potential 

for gang violence. Hill and Gibson were gung ho for the Paso Basin water moratorium even 

though no actual imminent safety threat was actually ever demonstrated. As noted above in prior 

COLAB Updates, they pushed hard for the Oak and Native Tree Urgency Ordinance, even 

though only one bad actor had actually committed a clear cutting travesty. 

Avoiding the Actual Issue:  There is nothing in the staff write-up about whether enabling the 

expansion of the supply of marijuana is good for the health and welfare of the community in 

general. The Board has not discussed this fundamental issue during its previous considerations of 

this matter. This lapse of public policy review constitutes a fundamental breach of duty, 

especially for a county Board of Supervisors, whose responsibilities include the operation of both 

a general Public Health Department and a Behavioral Health Department. Before considering the 

details of how to permit marijuana grows from a land use standpoint, you would think that the 

Board would establish a position with respect to the health and safety impacts of marijuana in the 

first place. How can they design logical regulations if they have not addressed the fundamental 

question of its impacts and costs on the citizens whom they are sworn to protect? 

a. If marijuana is bad for people, should the County Board allow its production and distribution 

anywhere? 

b. Of course, proponents will argue that sauvignon blanc or beer (both produced in the county) 

are just as detrimental when abused and that it is therefore only fair to allow those who prefer 

marijuana to use it. 

c. It then follows, if such “logic” is accepted, that allowing its production, refining, and 

distribution should be allowed as well. 

d. One real public policy question is: Does the Board actually believe that marijuana poses no 

more hazards to the public health and welfare than alcoholic beverages?  

e. What input has the Board received from its expert Public Health and Behavioral Health staffs 

in making such a determination? Since the Board is fundamentally in the public health business 

and possesses substantial ability to tap expertise, why has it not included reporting and testimony 

in this regard in its deliberations? 
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d. Separately from its in-house organic capacity to receive a comprehensive assessment, the 

Board should consider published literature. For example, please see the statement of the National 

Institute on Drug Abuse, “What is Marijuana” in the COLAB In Depth section on page 18 

below. Some highlights from the full statement include: 

Short-term effects 

When a person smokes marijuana, THC quickly passes from the lungs into the bloodstream. The 

blood carries the chemical to the brain and other organs throughout the body. The body absorbs 

THC more slowly when the person eats or drinks it. In that case, the user generally feels the 

effects after 30 minutes to 1 hour. 

THC acts on specific brain cell receptors that ordinarily react to natural THC-like chemicals in 

the brain. These natural chemicals play a role in normal brain development and function. 

Marijuana over activates parts of the brain that contain the highest number of these receptors. 

This causes the "high" that users feel. Other effects include: 

 altered senses (for example, seeing brighter colors) 

 altered sense of time 

 changes in mood 

 impaired body movement 

 difficulty with thinking and problem-solving 

 impaired memory 

Long-term effects 

Marijuana also affects brain development. When marijuana users begin using as teenagers, the 

drug may reduce thinking, memory, and learning functions and affect how the brain builds 

connections between the areas necessary for these functions. 

Marijuana’s effects on these abilities may last a long time or even be permanent. 

For example, a study showed that people who started smoking marijuana heavily in their teens 

and had an ongoing cannabis use disorder lost an average of eight IQ points between ages 13 

and 38. The lost mental abilities did not fully return in those who quit marijuana as adults. Those 

who started smoking marijuana as adults did not show notable IQ declines.  

 

Why is a County government that is half hysterical over smoke from diesel engines (a Class I 

Impact in the Phillips 66 EIR) oblivious to published data such as that presented above? 

Similarly, what does the APCD think about the risks of marijuana? Certainly its staff and Board 

oppose tobacco smoke in any form. The APCD would shut down ATV riding in a state park due 

to blowing dust particles.  

One issue is that for the left, marijuana is “cool.” It became popular during the 1960’s left 

counterculture movement.  More dangerously, the fact that marijuana is harmful, in terms of 
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undermining peoples’ motivation, mental acuity, force of will, economic independence, and 

other important behaviors, promotes left’s ultimate goal of a servile, dependent, and controlled 

society.  

                      

  Boulder Colorado Street Scene                                                  California Valley Grow 

Marijuana Expansion and Public Safety:  Now as the marijuana legalization movement gains 

momentum (there is a ballot measure to legalize recreational use of marijuana pending for the 

November election), some lots have become sites for both legal and illegal cultivation under the 

aegis of growing the plants as medical marijuana cooperatives, which are authorized under State 

law. But as the Sheriff and the Detective assigned to monitor the situation point out, many of the 

so-called cooperative licenses are counterfeit copies of original legal documents. As the 

Detective pointed out, the names and data are exactly the same on many of the certificates. It 

appears that large-scale operators have moved in. They are popping up shantytown farms with 

illegal outhouses, trailers, refuse, waste pits, junk, and all the trappings of a third world refugee 

camp. They are drilling illegal wells, trucking in water, stealing water, and otherwise creating 

nuisances and health hazards. The Sheriff is concerned that when the crop is ready for harvest, it 

could be worth millions of dollars. A risk is that gangs, cartels, and other criminals will be 

tempted to steal product or cash, turning the scene into a sort of Wild West or gold rush. 

Marijuana Moratorium:  During the July 26, 2016 Board meeting and after hearing 

considerable testimony, Supervisor Arnold proposed to the Board that the staff draft an urgency 

ordinance (moratorium) to prevent new “farms” from starting up until the County has time to 

perfect a permanent ordinance and to ascertain if the marijuana legalization initiative actually 

passes. In the end Arnold, Compton, and Mecham voted to direct staff to bring back a draft 

urgency ordinance for consideration on August 23, 2016. Hill and Gibson voted no. They 

indicated that there was not sufficient information to make the findings required for an urgency 

ordinance. They said it should be studied and data provided. How pathetically ironic – they 

absolutely refused to undertake data analysis (such as counting the number of well failures and 

their locations) in the case of the Paso Basin water moratorium ordinance. In that case they found 

that there was an imminent threat to public safety, health, and welfare on the basis of anecdotal 

comments from a few residents and a number of known climate and anti-private property 

activists. They did not verify anything or determine if the incidents were statistically significant. 

http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2014/08/life-with-legal-weed/375966/
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiS5vqb6M7OAhVI3WMKHXeWDP0QjRwIBw&url=https://calcoastnews.com/2016/07/california-valley-sprouting-pot-farms/&bvm=bv.129759880,d.cGc&psig=AFQjCNHDTjvwD6Oh4cegajVqBBnWJbBnkg&ust=1471741876998502
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Here the elected Sheriff, an expert-on-the-ground Sheriff’s detective, and the County’s Chief 

Code Enforcement officer told them that there is a threat to public safety. Residents provided 

picture after picture of various “farms” with all the mess and junk. The Chairman of the 

California Valley Community Services District told them that growers were taking large amounts 

of water from a district well.  

Please see the background articles on marijuana impacts in the COLAB IN DEPTH section 

beginning on page 16. 

  
Planning Commission Meeting of Thursday, September 22, 2016 (Scheduled) 

 

Item 3 - Phillips 66 Requests Continuance to March 2017 on Rail Spur project application. 

The Commission has considered the project during multiple meetings including 2/4, 2/5, 2/25, 

3/11, 4/15, and 5/16/2016. During the May 16
th

 meeting 3 members indicated that they might be 

inclined to grant a permit subject to the addition of more conditions and further analysis. 

Apparently the work is done and staff has proposed the necessary technical documents and 

findings for either approval or denial. Accordingly, the threshold decision for the Commission is 

whether to grant or deny the continuance. 

Why A Continuance?  It turns out that the Valero Oil Company had a permit application very 

similar to that of Phillips 66 with the City of Benicia (the City). Valero has filed a petition for a 

declaratory order with the Federal Surface Transportation Board (FSTB) seeking to invalidate a 

portion of the City’s denial of its project on the grounds that the City does not have regulatory 

jurisdiction over a portion of the Valero project. Valero asserts that the City’s actions are 

preempted under the Interstate Commerce Commission Termination Act (ICCTA). Phillips has 

written the FTSB supporting Valero’s petition and detailing its own situation. Phillips cites many 

of the proposed conditions as violating the Federal preemption if the SLO Planning Commission 

were to approve its application as modified by those conditions. If Valero were to prevail, SLO 

County would have to rethink its conditions in the Phillips matter, as well many of the reasons 

for denying Phillips’ request in the event of such a determination. Accordingly Phillips asks for 

the continuance until March, by which time it believes the FTSB will render a decision. 

Staff Adamantly Opposes the Continuance:  The Planning staff, which has strenuously 

opposed the project and which has recommended denial, adamantly opposed the granting of the 

continuance. Their write-up states in part: 

Staff is recommending that the Commission not grant the continuance and instead take an action 

today on the project. In this regard, we provide the following comments in proceeding with this 

hearing. 

project. 
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, and Findings for Denial are included in the Planning 

Commission staff report packet. The Public and applicant have had adequate time to review this 

information. 

invested a tremendous amount of time, and applicant and taxpayer dollars throughout the public 

process for the proposed project. 

added benefits, for the Planning Commission (or future Planning Commissions), the public, the 

applicant and staff. 

decision on the proposed project. 

Commission will be appealed to the Board of 

Supervisors. 

 

and can be appropriately considered at that time. 

Therefore staff recommends that the Planning Commission make a decision today to approve or 

deny the project rather than granting a continuance.  

The staff would prefer that the Commission take action to deny the project immediately. 

 

Ethical Question:  The County staff, Planning Commissioners, and everyone else who reads this 

agenda item have become aware of the potential that denial of the Phillips 66 application on the 

basis of possible events on the main line (up track events – a spill) and/or the inability of Phillips 

or the Union Pacific railroad to control certain on-site conditions which impact up track 

operations (such as the type of diesel locomotives used, etc.) may not be under the jurisdiction of 

the County. Similarly, approving the permit containing conditions which impact the operation of 

the railroad system may be illegal. 

Given this published and documented information in the County’s own record: 

a. Is it prudent for the Commission to plow ahead with an approval or a denial? 

b. If the County denies the permit, and then the Surface Transportation Board determines that 

Benicia was preempted, what is the impact on Phillips 66? Would the County require that the 

company must reapply at a cost of millions of dollars? 

c. Since Phillips is asking for the continuance directly because of the pending determination, 

wouldn’t the County action denying that continuance be highly prejudicial? In this regard, one of 

the bullets in the staff recommendation, states:  Any future decision of the Surface 

Transportation Board would be reviewed by the County, and can be appropriately considered at 

that time. 
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d. What does that sentence mean? What would appropriate consideration mean next March if the 

permit is denied today? 

e. Beyond potential legal and liability issues, if the County denies the permit today (in an attempt 

to beat the decision of the Surface Transportation Board), isn’t it treating its long-term resident 

business and substantial taxpayer very shabbily?    

Leveraging Money?  The staff and the applicant Phillips are in some sort of dispute over the 

payment of fees related to permit processing. Because these have not been aired in public, we 

don’t know the facts. But is the overwhelming and unbalanced staff recommendation to reject 

the continuance an attempt to force Phillips into paying disputed fees that it believes to be unjust 

or to force it into a process with more analysis and payments to the County? 

Playing Politics?  Is the staff hoping to obtain denial of the project prior to a new Board of 

Supervisors majority potentially taking office in January 2017?  It is expected that either a 

decision to approve the project or deny the project will be appealed to the Board of Supervisors? 

Is it possible that the staff speculates that a potential future Board would be more prone to 

support the project next year?  

Background - Valero’s Petition - Some Key Pleadings Samples: 

  

Continued on the next page: 
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These partial quotes are presented here as representative samples.  

The full petition can be accessed at the link: 

http://www.ci.benicia.ca.us/vertical/sites/%7BF991A639-AAED-4E1A-9735-

86EA195E2C8D%7D/uploads/Valeros_Petition_to_STB_for_Declaratory_Order_FILED_May_

31_2016.pdf  

http://www.ci.benicia.ca.us/vertical/sites/%7BF991A639-AAED-4E1A-9735-86EA195E2C8D%7D/uploads/Valeros_Petition_to_STB_for_Declaratory_Order_FILED_May_31_2016.pdf
http://www.ci.benicia.ca.us/vertical/sites/%7BF991A639-AAED-4E1A-9735-86EA195E2C8D%7D/uploads/Valeros_Petition_to_STB_for_Declaratory_Order_FILED_May_31_2016.pdf
http://www.ci.benicia.ca.us/vertical/sites/%7BF991A639-AAED-4E1A-9735-86EA195E2C8D%7D/uploads/Valeros_Petition_to_STB_for_Declaratory_Order_FILED_May_31_2016.pdf
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Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board (CCRWQCB) Meeting of Thursday, 

September 22, 2016 - 8:30 AM, 105 E. Anapamu St. - County Planning Department 

Hearing Room, 1
st
 Floor (Scheduled) 

 

Item 10 - Sustainability in Practice Certification for Vineyards.  The staff report is an 

admission that the regulatory scheme is so complicated and time consuming that the CCRWQCB 

cannot carry it out. It states in part: 

Fostering meaningful water quality protective certification development works as a 

counterstrategy for under-resourced programs such as the Irrigated Lands Regulatory Program 

(four staff overseeing greater than 4,000 ranches), and these certifications can also be imagined 

and potentially developed for a wide variety of programs within the Water Board’s regulatory 

authority. 

AND 

The Central Coast Water Board’s Agricultural Order incentivizes third-party groups to 

implement water quality improvement programs to comply with regulatory requirements. 

Participants of Executive Officer-approved programs may qualify for a reduction in tier 

assignments or alternative requirements, timelines, or milestones. Qualifying third-party 

programs must have a stated purpose that includes alignment with the goals of the Agricultural 

Order, a good chance of success, accountability, monitoring, reporting, and more. An 

agricultural certification program is an example of such a program.  

So now in addition to paying annual fees, the industry must set up its own monitoring and 

compliance program (at the growers cost) to carry out the State regulatory operation.  

Item 11 - Irrigated Lands Regulatory Program: Update on efforts to develop next 

Agricultural Order and update on development of third-party monitoring and reporting 

expectations.  This item is hugely important because the Board will be hearing from the staff on 

a new generation of regulations controlling water on irrigated farms and ranches. As of 

Wednesday, September 14, 2016, there was no written report attached to the agenda. A notice 

stated that it would be posted in the future. They don’t want you to have any time for review, 

consultation, or organizing. 

 

 

LAST WEEK’S HIGHLIGHTS 

 

Board of Board of Supervisors Meeting of Tuesday, September 13, 2016 (Completed) 

 

Item 27 - Public Comment For Matters Not On The Agenda – Botanical Garden Zip Line. 

A large group of citizens representing the SLO County Botanical Garden showed up to advocate 
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for the Board to schedule the adoption of a sublease which would allow the Garden to operate a   

zip line. Admission fees to use the zip line would help to fund Garden operations. The Garden, 

which is located in El Chorro Regional County Park, is a not-for-profit that uses some County 

land to operate the garden, exhibits, greenhouses, and related attractions. The Garden Board and 

members (they report 600) wish the Board to schedule an agenda item which would authorize a 

sublease subordinate to the master lease between the County and the Garden.  

It appears that Supervisor Gibson has some concerns and didn’t wish to allow the matter to be 

scheduled until some other issues between the County and the Garden Board are cleared up. 

Gibson indicated that these involved uncompleted projects. 

In the end the entire situation will be taken up at the October 4
th

 Board of Supervisors meeting. 

The Planning Department did not seem sure whether the County would be subject to applying for 

a conditional use permit to allow a zip line attraction on its own land. Staff is mulling over 

whether such a project would also need environmental assessment and clearance. 

Item 29 - Submittal of the Fiscal Year 2015-16 Year-End Financial Status Report.  The 

Board received the report without comment. 

Background:  This report, part of which is required by State law on County finances (the 4
th

 

Quarter Financial Report), contained a potpourri of information related to the financial condition 

of the County, staffing and vacancy levels, progress on construction projects, uncollectable fees, 

airport boardings,  and service performance vs. targets in the County’s performance 

measurement system.  

The full report may be seen at the link:   

http://agenda.slocounty.ca.gov/agenda/sanluisobispo/6407/QXR0YWNobWVudCAxIC0gRlkg

MjAxNS0xNiBZZWFyLUVuZCBGaW5hbmNpYWwgU3RhdHVzIFJlcG9ydC5wZGY=/12/n/6

6548.doc  

A complete review of performance against target for the County’s service performance measures 

can be accessed at the link: 

http://www.slocounty.ca.gov/admin/Resources/FY_2015-16_Performance_Measure_Results.htm  

Again, we recommend that the Board schedule a few hours when it has a light week and walk 

through these with the CEO and Department Heads.  

 

Item 37 - Hearing to consider an appeal by Roland Soucie of the Planning Commission’s 

approval of a request by Pacific Cambria Inc. for a Development Plan/Coastal 

Development Permit (DRC2015-00096) to allow temporary events, the Cambria Christmas 

Market, at the Cambria Pines Lodge and Cambria Nursery on Burton Drive in Cambria, 

and to waive the requirement for temporary events to be setback at least 1,000 feet from a 

residential area.  The Board approved a five-year permit unanimously and denied the appeal. 

Gibson inserted more conditions and was concerned about enforceability. This item was not a 

huge policy issue but is an interesting departure from the usual aversion by the County to events 

that generate crowds and traffic. 

http://agenda.slocounty.ca.gov/agenda/sanluisobispo/6407/QXR0YWNobWVudCAxIC0gRlkgMjAxNS0xNiBZZWFyLUVuZCBGaW5hbmNpYWwgU3RhdHVzIFJlcG9ydC5wZGY=/12/n/66548.doc
http://agenda.slocounty.ca.gov/agenda/sanluisobispo/6407/QXR0YWNobWVudCAxIC0gRlkgMjAxNS0xNiBZZWFyLUVuZCBGaW5hbmNpYWwgU3RhdHVzIFJlcG9ydC5wZGY=/12/n/66548.doc
http://agenda.slocounty.ca.gov/agenda/sanluisobispo/6407/QXR0YWNobWVudCAxIC0gRlkgMjAxNS0xNiBZZWFyLUVuZCBGaW5hbmNpYWwgU3RhdHVzIFJlcG9ydC5wZGY=/12/n/66548.doc
http://www.slocounty.ca.gov/admin/Resources/FY_2015-16_Performance_Measure_Results.htm
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Background:  The Market has been held since 2011 on the grounds of the Cambria Pines Lodge 

and an adjacent nursery from the day after Thanksgiving through Christmas Eve. It operates 

from 5 PM to 9 PM. There are vending booths, and customers can stroll along paths with festive 

seasonal lighting. The event has become increasingly popular each year and is currently attended 

by tens of thousands of visitors (500 to 4500 per evening). Tour buses, escaped light, traffic, 

parking problems, and crowds are irritating some neighbors. Some neighbors have lawyered up 

and appear to be ready to litigate because the Board denied the appeal. The Sierra Club is 

unhappy because the crowds disturb the birds.   

 

LAFCO - San Luis Obispo County Local Agency Formation Commission, Meeting of 

Thursday, September15, 2016, 9 AM (Completed) 

  

Item A-2: ESTRELLA-EL POMAR-CRESTON WATER DISTRICT.  The staff report 

simply stated that a notice of intention to circulate a petition has been received. There was no 

preliminary evaluation of the proposal.  

The write-up notes: 

ESTRELLA-EL POMAR-CRESTON WATER DISTRICT Summary: A group of large land owners 

in the Estrella, El Pomar and Creston area have filed a Notice of Intent to File a Petition 

(Attachment A) to form a California Water District in area that includes about 100,000 acres. 

The Notice of Intent informs the LAFCO Executive Officer that a Petition will be circulated for 

signatures by the applicant. No action is required by LAFCO other than to notify the Affected 

Agencies which has been done. Staff has consulted with the applicant about what needs to be 

included in the Petition and the circulation requirements.  

The Notice to Circulate Petition Form listed Dana Merrill as the Chairman of the EPC - Estrella - 

El Pomar - Creston Water District Formation Committee.  

 

Item B-1: STATUS REPORT: FORMATION OF SHANDON-SAN JUAN WATER 

DISTRICT.  This proposed district is further along in the process than the one in item A-2 

above.  

application, plan for services, budget, fees and other documentation have been 

submitted to LAFCO.   

those landowners who want to be within the District. The Assessor’s office anticipates 

verification of the names on the petition within 30 days. Petitions were submitted to the 

Assessor’s Office on August 19, 2016.  

a 30-day comment period. 

016 has been 

targeted. 
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Boundaries: 

Service Area. LAFCO determines the service area and sphere of influence boundaries of a new 

District. The service area boundary proposed by the applicants is approximately 71,324 acres 

and is based on only those landowners who voluntarily sign the petition (a total of 45 distinct 

representatives) to form the District. Additional willing landowners may also wish to join the 

District during the LAFCO process. LAFCO would consider any additions or subtractions 

during the hearing process. This would mean that 100% of the landowners in the District would 

be in favor of forming and funding the District. It also results in a “patchwork” service area 

boundary. The Principal Act allows for an area to be included if it is within two miles of the 

District boundary.  

The LAFCO Executive Director has raised a number of questions and issues about whether this 

patchwork structure is the best solution. 

NO RUSH:  It would be prudent for LAFCO not to rush these applications through this fall. It is 

possible that the Board of Supervisors will have a new majority in January 2017 and that new 

majority may wish to appoint new members to LAFCO. Obviously Mecham is retiring and will 

not be there. The City and Special District representatives should not push this ahead and deprive 

thousands of Paso Basin residents a voice in this important matter. Obviously, Gibson and 

Mecham were not in accord with the views of almost 80% of those residents voting last Spring 

with respect to water district formation.  

 

 

SLO COLAB IN DEPTH 
In fighting the troublesome, local day-to-day assaults on our freedom and property, it is also 

important to keep in mind the larger underlying ideological, political, and economic causes and 

forces. 

 

Reefer Madness: Both The Feds And The States Are 

Wrong About Marijuana Policy 

By David Davenport 

Marijuana is very much in the news. The federal Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) 

announced this week that, for the fourth time, it is denying a petition to reduce federal 

restrictions on the use of marijuana. And two more states, Arizona and North Dakota, added 

ballot initiatives concerning marijuana to this fall’s elections, bringing the total to eight states 

that will be voting on whether to legalize marijuana for recreational purposes or medical uses. 
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With the sixth largest economy in the world, California’s vote alone could have significant 

national repercussions. 

The states and the federal government are on a collision course over marijuana with the states 

steadily increasing permissible uses while the feds are still in a “just say no” regulatory mode. 

But, in fact, they are both wrong. The feds are wrong on process—as a matter of federalism this 

should be a decision for the states to make. But the states are wrong on the substance: marijuana 

should not, as a matter of good public policy, be legalized, at least without more study and 

knowledge about its personal and societal effects. 

There are three key federalism questions that should be asked before government acts: (1) Is this 

a matter on which the government should act at all, or should it be left to individuals to decide? 

(2) If yes, which level of government should act: federal, state or local? (3) If yes, which branch 

of government: executive, legislative or judicial?  The key question for marijuana is number two 

and it is difficult to find a case for federal action. To draw a comparison with alcohol, for 

example, the states make the key decisions about legalizing, age limits, and so on, with the 

federal government basically limited to decisions about imports and taxes. It’s difficult to see 

why every state needs to be the same on questions like this. Why can’t Kansas decide one thing 

and Oregon another? 

But I think the states are also mistaken in their headlong rush toward legalizing marijuana. For 

one thing, there is still much we do not know about marijuana and its effects. What we do know 

is not encouraging. Today’s marijuana is at least four times stronger than 20 years ago—it is not 

your father’s marijuana from college days—and it is more addictive. A recent Gallup poll also 

delivered the shocking news that marijuana use has nearly doubled in three years. The Gallup 

poll said that 13% of adults smoke marijuana, up from 7% in 2013, and 43% have tried it, up 

from 38% just three years ago. The evidence for marijuana’s so-called medicinal uses is not well 

established. 

And what do we learn from the experience of states that have already legalized marijuana: 

Colorado, Washington, Oregon, Alaska, and D.C.? First, it’s not quite the economic boon that 

the states expected, with people buying on black markets or avoiding the taxes in other ways. 

Second, and more important, a Colorado report shows increases in marijuana-related traffic 

deaths, hospital visits, school suspensions, and other legal problems. It is too early to know the 

true costs of all this to society and the state. Finally, legalization sometimes causes prices to fall, 

thereby increasing use and related disorders. 

All this suggests this is not merely a question of lifestyle or personal choice, as it is sometimes 

advertised, but that serious social and policy questions are presented by the legalization of 

marijuana. It’s no wonder, then, that the California measure is opposed by law enforcement, 

prison officials and health groups. At the very least, the conflict between federal and state 

approaches to the matter has created confusion that needs to be addressed. 

This article first appeared in Forbs Magazine on August 11, 2016 and was distributed by the 

Hoover Institution of Stanford University on August 12, 2016. David Davenport is a Fellow of 
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the Hoover Institution of Stanford University. He served as president of Pepperdine University 

and is a widely published legal and public affairs scholar. 
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WHAT IS MARIJUANA? 

 

Marijuana refers to the dried leaves, flowers, stems, and seeds 

from the hemp plant, Cannabis sativa. The plant contains the 

mind-altering chemical delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) 

and other related compounds. Extracts with high amounts of 

THC can also be made from the cannabis plant (see 

"Marijuana Extracts"). 

Marijuana is the most commonly used illicit drug in the United 

States.
1
 Its use is widespread among young people. According 

to a yearly survey of middle and high school students, rates of 

marijuana use have steadied in the past few years after several 

years of increase. However, the number of young people who believe marijuana use is risky is 

decreasing.
2
  

Legalization of marijuana for medical use or adult recreational use in a growing number of states 

may affect these views. Read more about marijuana as medicine in DrugFacts: Is Marijuana 

Medicine? at www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/marijuana-medicine. 

  

How do people use marijuana? 

People smoke marijuana in hand-rolled cigarettes (joints) or in pipes or water pipes (bongs). 

They also smoke it in blunts—emptied cigars that have been partly or completely refilled with 

marijuana. To avoid inhaling smoke, more people are using vaporizers. These devices pull the 

active ingredients (including THC) from the marijuana and collect their vapor in a storage unit. 

A person then inhales the vapor, not the smoke. 

https://d14rmgtrwzf5a.cloudfront.net/sites/default/files/marijuana-from-marijuana-farm.jpg
https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/marijuana#mjextracts
https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/marijuana#references
https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/marijuana#references
https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/marijuana-medicine
https://www.drugabuse.gov/
https://d14rmgtrwzf5a.cloudfront.net/sites/default/files/joints_shutterstock-52960849.jpg
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Users can mix marijuana in food (edibles), such as brownies, cookies, or candy, or brew it as a 

tea. A newly popular method of use is smoking or eating different forms of THC-rich resins (see 

"Marijuana Extracts"). 

Marijuana Extracts 

Smoking THC-rich resins extracted from the marijuana plant is on the rise. Users call this 

practice dabbing. People are using various forms of these extracts, such as: 

 hash oil or honey oil—a gooey liquid 

 wax or budder—a soft solid with a texture like lip balm 

 shatter—a hard, amber-colored solid 

These extracts can deliver extremely large amounts of THC to users, and their use has sent some 

people to the emergency room. Another danger is in preparing these extracts, which usually 

involves butane (lighter fluid). A number of people who have used butane to make extracts at 

home have caused fires and explosions and have been seriously burned. 

How does marijuana affect the brain? 

Marijuana has both short- and long-term effects on the brain. 

                                                                                                                 

THC acts on numerous areas (in yellow) in the brain. 

Image by NIDA 

Short-term effects 

When a person smokes marijuana, THC quickly passes from the lungs into the bloodstream. The 

blood carries the chemical to the brain and other organs throughout the body. The body absorbs 

THC more slowly when the person eats or drinks it. In that case, the user generally feels the 

effects after 30 minutes to 1 hour. 

THC acts on specific brain cell receptors that ordinarily react to natural THC-like chemicals in 

the brain. These natural chemicals play a role in normal brain development and function. 

Marijuana over activates parts of the brain that contain the highest number of these receptors. 

This causes the "high" that users feel. Other effects include: 

 altered senses (for example, seeing brighter colors) 

 altered sense of time 

 changes in mood 

https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/marijuana#mjextracts
https://d14rmgtrwzf5a.cloudfront.net/sites/default/files/marijuana_brain_diag2.jpg
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 impaired body movement 

 difficulty with thinking and problem-solving 

 impaired memory 

Long-term effects 

Marijuana also affects brain development. When marijuana users begin using as teenagers, the 

drug may reduce thinking, memory, and learning functions and affect how the brain builds 

connections between the areas necessary for these functions. 

Marijuana’s effects on these abilities may last a long time or even be permanent. 

For example, a study showed that people who started smoking marijuana heavily in their teens 

and had an ongoing cannabis use disorder lost an average of eight IQ points between ages 13 and 

38. The lost mental abilities did not fully return in those who quit marijuana as adults. Those 

who started smoking marijuana as adults did not show notable IQ declines.3 

A Rise in Marijuana’s THC Levels 

The amount of THC in marijuana has been increasing steadily over the past few decades.4
 
For a 

new user, this may mean exposure to higher THC levels with a greater chance of a harmful 

reaction. Higher THC levels may explain the rise in emergency room visits involving marijuana 

use. 

The popularity of edibles also increases the chance of users having harmful reactions. Edibles 

take longer to digest and produce a high. Therefore, people may consume more to feel the effects 

faster, leading to dangerous results. 

Dabbing is yet another growing trend. More people are using marijuana extracts that provide 

stronger doses, and therefore stronger effects, of THC (see "Marijuana Extracts"). 

Higher THC levels may mean a greater risk for addiction if users are regularly exposing 

themselves to high doses. 

What are the other health effects of marijuana? 

Marijuana use may have a wide range of effects, both physical and mental. 

Physical effects 

 Breathing problems. Marijuana smoke irritates the lungs, and frequent marijuana smokers can 

have the same breathing problems that tobacco smokers have. These problems include daily 

cough and phlegm, more frequent lung illness, and a higher risk of lung infections. Researchers 

still do not know whether marijuana smokers have a higher risk for lung cancer. 

 Increased heart rate. Marijuana raises heart rate for up to 3 hours after smoking. This effect 

may increase the chance of heart attack. Older people and those with heart problems may be at 

higher risk. 

 Problems with child development during and after pregnancy. 
Marijuana use during pregnancy is linked to increased risk of both 

brain and behavioral problems in babies. If a pregnant woman 

uses marijuana, the drug may affect certain developing parts of 

the fetus’s brain. Resulting challenges for the child may include 

problems with attention, memory, and problem-solving. 

https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/marijuana#references
https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/marijuana#references
https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/marijuana#mjextracts
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Additionally, some research suggests that moderate amounts of THC are excreted into the breast 

milk of nursing mothers. The effects on a baby’s developing brain are still unknown. 

 

Mental effects 

Long-term marijuana use has been linked to mental illness in some users, such as: 

 temporary hallucinations—sensations and images that seem real though they are not 

 temporary paranoia—extreme and unreasonable distrust of others 

 worsening symptoms in patients with schizophrenia (a severe mental disorder with symptoms 

such as hallucinations, paranoia, and disorganized thinking) 

Marijuana use has also been linked to other mental health problems, such as depression, anxiety, 

and suicidal thoughts among teens. However, study findings have been mixed. 

How Does Marijuana Affect a User’s Life? 

Compared to nonusers, heavy marijuana users more often report the following: 

 lower life satisfaction 

 poorer mental health 

 poorer physical health 

 more relationship problems 

Users also report less academic and career success. For example, marijuana use is linked to a 

higher likelihood of dropping out of school.
5
 It is also linked to more job absences, accidents, 

and injuries.
6
  

Is marijuana a gateway drug? 

Some research suggests that marijuana use is likely to come before use of other drugs.
7
 

Marijuana use is also linked to addiction to other substances, including nicotine. In addition, 

animal studies show that the THC in marijuana makes other drugs more pleasurable to the brain.
8
  

Although these findings support the idea of marijuana as a "gateway drug," the majority of 

people who use marijuana don't go on to use other "harder" drugs. Read more about marijuana as 

a gateway drug in the Marijuana Research Report at www.drugabuse.gov/publications/research-

reports/marijuana/letter-director. 

Is marijuana addictive? 

Contrary to common belief, marijuana can be addictive. Research suggests that 30 percent of 

users may develop some degree of problem use, which can lead to dependence and in severe 

cases takes the form of addiction.
9
 People who begin using marijuana before age 18 are 4 to 7 

times more like than adults to develop problem use.
10

 Dependence becomes addiction when the 

person can't stop using marijuana even though it interferes with his or her daily life. 

How can people get treatment for marijuana addiction? 

Long-term marijuana users trying to quit report withdrawal symptoms that make quitting 

difficult. These include: 

https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/marijuana#references
https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/marijuana#references
https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/marijuana#references
https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/marijuana#references
https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/research-reports/marijuana/letter-director
https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/research-reports/marijuana/letter-director
https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/marijuana#references
https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/marijuana#references
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 grouchiness 

 sleeplessness 

 decreased appetite 

 anxiety 

 cravings 

 

Behavioral support has been effective in treating marijuana addiction. Examples include therapy 

and motivational incentives (providing rewards to patients who remain substance free). No 

medications are currently available to treat marijuana addiction. However, continuing research 

may lead to new medications that help ease withdrawal symptoms, block the effects of 

marijuana, and prevent relapse. 

Points to Remember 

 Marijuana refers to the dried leaves, flowers, stems, and seeds from the hemp plant, Cannabis 

sativa. 

 The plant contains the mind-altering chemical delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and other 

related compounds. 

 People use marijuana by smoking, eating, drinking, and inhaling it. 

 Smoking THC-rich extracts from the marijuana plant (a practice called dabbing) is on the rise. 

 THC over activates certain brain cell receptors, resulting in effects such as:  

 altered senses 

 changes in mood 

 impaired body movement 

 difficulty with thinking and problem-solving 

 impaired memory and learning 

 Marijuana use may have a wide range of effects, both physical and mental, which include:  

 breathing illnesses 

 possible harm to a fetus’s brain in pregnant users 

 hallucinations and paranoia 

 The amount of THC in marijuana has been increasing steadily, creating more harmful effects for 

users. 

 Marijuana can be addictive. 

 Treatment for marijuana addiction includes forms of behavioral therapy. No medications 

currently exist for treatment. 
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The National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) is a United States federal-government research 

institute whose mission is to "lead the Nation in bringing the power of science to bear on drug 

abuse and addiction."
[2] 

 

IN COLORADO, A COUNTY REVOLTS AGAINST 

LEGALIZED MARIJUANA 

 

 

An employee laid out a display of manicured marijuana buds at the Pueblo West Starbuds 

dispensary. Almost like a Starbucks? What is “Golden Goat” supposed to do for you?  

BY JOSHUA MILLER  

PUEBLO WEST, Colo. — Out here, in this unincorporated community of 30,000, there are 

miles of barren scrub-brush dotted with wild sunflowers. Low-slung houses sit on East Gun 

Powder Lane and North Cougar Drive. There’s a Walmart Supercenter, a Little Caesars, a 

Safeway with a small Starbucks tucked inside. 

And, throughout the area, a revolt against retail marijuana sales smolders in a state awash in $1 

billion of legal pot. 

Four years ago, Coloradans voted to legalize marijuana for adults, and gave individual localities 

the opportunity to decide if they would allow retail marijuana shops. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Institute_on_Drug_Abuse#cite_note-2
http://www.bostonglobe.com/staff/jmiller
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But after local officials here welcomed the new industry, anti-marijuana activists in Pueblo 

County gathered enough signatures to force an unprecedented question on the November ballot: 

whether to terminate recreational marijuana sales and operations. 

The Pueblo campaign comes just as Massachusetts and four other states are poised to vote on 

marijuana legalization Nov. 8. The debate in Colorado serves as a cautionary tale about the 

ambivalence of a community that has lived with legal marijuana and its myriad consequences, 

negative and positive. 

Backers of the Pueblo repeal effort say retail marijuana shops and farms have brought increased 

vagrancy, crime, and an undesirable reputation as the pot capital of southern Colorado. 

Supporters of the status quo say the new industry has helped revitalize an area that has long 

struggled economically. Repeal, they say, would cost more than a thousand jobs. It would be 

giving in to the retrograde impulses of “prohibitionists.”  

Possessing and using marijuana will remain legal in the county if voters back the measure. So 

will shops selling medical marijuana. But the facilities that are engaged in the recreational trade 

— more than 100 dispensaries, cultivation facilities, and infused product manufacturers — 

would have to shut down within a year. 

 The ballot question will force voters here to balance an array of competing claims. Has life in 

the county changed for better or for worse since the first dispensary opened in early 2014? Has 

crime gone up or down? Are the increased economic activity, jobs, and tax revenue worth the 

cost? 

And is it wise — or even possible — to put the marijuana genie back in the bottle? 

  Los Sueños Farms is one of several 

marijuana-growing facilities that have 

sprung up in Pueblo County since 

legalization was approved statewide in 

Colorado in 2012.  

Paula McPheeters, a budget manager at 

the local community college who is 

leading the ballot effort, says she got involved after an off-hand comment from one of her sons. 

As she tells it, she was driving with him down a main drag in West 

Pueblo. The fifth-grader, who had just finished a D.A.R.E anti-drug 

program at school, spotted a dispensary and asked why marijuana was 

being sold legally in their hometown. McPheeters didn’t have a good 

answer. 

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/3036601-pueblo-vote.html
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But when he asked what she was going to do about it, McPheeters, 45, said it was an epiphany 

moment. She started attending county commissioner meetings, opposing new marijuana 

facilities. 

A registered Republican, she expressed worry about rising crime and what she saw as a sharp 

uptick in homelessness. “I don’t mean your typical down-and-out guy in his 60s with a bottle,” 

she said. “I’m talking 20-somethings. And that’s what really struck me: What are they doing 

here?” 

Paula McPheeters is a member of the Citizens For Healthy Pueblo. 

‘We don’t want our community identified by this anymore.’ 

Pueblo County is split between the city of Pueblo (population: 109,000) and a sprawling rural 

area (population: 54,000). The majority of city voters cast ballots to legalize marijuana in 2012, 

but the majority of the rest of the county voted against it. Yet all of the recreational shops, grow 

operations, and marijuana product manufacturers ended up outside the city. 

So, McPheeters says, she and her fellow residents who are most directly impacted by the 

industry want a direct say in whether it stays or goes. (The county and city will have separate 

repeal ballot measures, so the vote in one won’t affect the vote in the other.) 

But at the heart of her argument is another factor: She doesn’t like how legalization changed 

small things in her family’s daily life. 

McPheeters bristles at the potent smell of marijuana when she drives past some of the cultivation 

facilities. She hates that her kids’ school is near several dispensaries. She’s frustrated by the full-

page ads in the local paper with huge photos of buds and coupons for $1 joints with a purchase 

of $20 or more. 

“We don’t want our community identified by this anymore,” McPheeters said. 

County Commissioner Sal Pace, the chief opponent of the ballot effort, likes that his community 

is seen as a center for marijuana innovation. There are more than 1,300 Pueblo County jobs in 

the industry, according to its own count. And, Pace said, almost $4 million in annual tax revenue 

has gone to college scholarships, 4H and Future Farmers of America efforts, medical marijuana 

research at Colorado State University Pueblo, among other areas. 

Pace, a Democrat, notes that the county — much poorer on average than Colorado as a whole — 

is getting in on the ground floor of an industry that could go national in the years to come. 

 “It’s going to be legalized nationally no matter 

what,” says Pueblo County Commissioner Sal Pace. 

 “That’s one thing opponents here in Pueblo don’t 

understand,” he said. “It’s going to be legalized 
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nationally no matter what and they can be left behind if they want, but if they do it to our 

community it’s one more really hard attack on Pueblo, one more lost opportunity. It’s like the 

steel mill closing again.” 

Pace likes the idea, as he told Fortune magazine recently, of his home turf being “like the Napa 

Valley of cannabis.” 

What Pace doesn’t like: the prospect of suddenly killing the progress that county has made. 

The ballot measure to roll back the recreational marijuana industry, he said, would have a “huge 

and tragic” impact on the economy. 

In an interview with the Globe over lunch at the Colorado State Fair, the sound of livestock 

braying in the background, Pace decried the referendum effort as driven by “narrow-minded 

NIMBYism.” 

But Pace, the father of three young children, dismissed the idea that the cannabis industry had 

fundamentally changed the feel of the community. 

And with predictions of a $20 billion legal marijuana industry nationwide by 2020, he had a 

question for the proponents of the ballot push: “Why don’t you want that free money?” 

 Pueblo County Sheriff Kirk M. Taylor, who has been on the job for 10 years and in law 

enforcement for almost 30, doesn’t think legalization has been without a cost, and he will 

definitely vote for the repeal. 

“It’s almost the perfect storm,” he said. “Inviting the industry here brings with it the collateral 

issues that we’re seeing now in Pueblo. Whether it be increased emergency room visits, 

increasing crime, nuisance crimes.” 

Serious crimes — like murder, rape, and arson — are actually down over the past 2½ years, he 

said. But nuisance crimes — such as simple assaults, harassment, vandalism — are up. 

“The media decides which narrative they want to perpetuate,” Taylor said, chuckling. 

Taylor notes, however, there has been a proliferation of busts of black-market marijuana 

operations. The culprits are often from other states or countries and sometimes affiliated with 

cartels. 

 None of the busts I have done within Pueblo County with these home-grows have been anything 

related to recreational marijuana — except for the fact that they are here because we have 

become such a marijuana-friendly county. It’s the only correlation or nexus you can draw 

between the two,” he said. 

Predictions that legalization would kill the black market, Taylor noted, were false. Criminals 

from everywhere, he said, are attracted to Pueblo because they think it is a good place to grow 

cannabis. 

http://fortune.com/2016/02/01/marijuana-sales-legal/
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Just recently, Taylor said, he arrested more than 17 Cuban-Americans from Florida, two 

Russians, and an Argentinian. 

“They’re not coming for any other reason than to grow marijuana to take out of state,” he said.  

Yet Mason Tvert, a key Colorado and national legalization advocate, said the idea of eliminating 

a legal, regulated market as a way to undermine the black market is logically unsound. 

He said the problem is not Colorado’s law, it’s the fact that other states don’t have Colorado’s 

law.  

 With rain on the horizon, dozens of shoppers headed for the Safeway in Pueblo West one 

evening last week. Residents were split on whether to embrace the marijuana repeal — and it’s 

not clear how the vote will shake out. 

Shannon McPherson, a social worker, said marijuana legalization has “been bad for the whole 

Pueblo community.” 

The 47-year-old, who works at a hospital, said “we see a lot more homeless people — we see a 

lot of people that have come without resources, that end up tapping our resources.” 

Jason White, 44, owns a property management company and expressed frustration he has had to 

deal with marijuana-smoking squatters in some of his properties.  

“We’ve got more crime. We’ve got more people on the street. Our hospitals are filled with 

people,” he said. And what of the economic benefits? It’s a net negative, he insisted. The extra 

revenue that comes in, “all it’s doing is going to the overwhelmed homeless shelters, hospitals, 

and the police.” 

 “We’ve got more crime. We’ve got more people on the street. Our hospitals are filled with 

people,” he said. And what of the economic benefits? It’s a net negative, he insisted. The extra 

revenue that comes in, “all it’s doing is going to the overwhelmed homeless shelters, hospitals, 

and the police.” 

Davis Dossantos, 43, said he’s seen an uptick in vagrancy and panhandling since legalization. 

But, walking out of the grocery store, Dossantos said he would vote against the ballot initiative 

because, he indicated, people will still use marijuana but will probably not drive somewhere else 

to buy it legally. 

“You’re not really tackling the issue,” he said, shaking his head. “You’re forcing the individuals 

to go back to the drug dealers, and the black market will flourish even more.” 

Joshua Miller is a Boston Globe Reporter. This article first appeared in the Boston Globe 

Newspaper in September 6, 2016. 
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 PLEASE SEE IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS 

ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES. 

  

http://www.google.com/imgres?start=144&rlz=1T4ADRA_enUS556US556&tbm=isch&tbnid=bNh77TRjKKwK-M:&imgrefurl=http://newsletters.embassyofheaven.com/news9405/news9405.php&docid=tyoBhh9O1_V_FM&imgurl=http://newsletters.embassyofheaven.com/news9405/horse.gif&w=292&h=280&ei=PtDVUrCQPMOy2wW1j4DgDQ&zoom=1&iact=rc&dur=1036&page=8&ndsp=21&ved=0CJ4BEIQcMDM4ZA
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SUPPORT COLAB!                                                                                                                            

PLEASE COMPLETE THE 

MEMBERSHIP/DONATION FORM                           

ON THE NEXT PAGE 
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